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ABSTRACT: 

This research paper is based on our project ‘Real Time Multiple Face Recognition’. Purpose behind developing 

‘Face Recognition’ technique is to enhance and strengthen the existing security systems. The key is to analyze the 

facial outline of the individual in real time which follows Principle Component Analysis (PCA) theory. Eigen face 

distance vector is used to determine whether the outline detected is a legitimate face. The captured Eigen faces are 

then compared with the training faces already stored in the database to complete recognition process. The bottom 

line is, the way human beings determine and distinguish among various human faces, this technique works on the 

same concept.    
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Face Recognition technique is classified into two main categories: 

 

 Holistic Methods: The whole face image is used as the raw input to the recognition system.  

 Local Feature-based Methods: Local features are extracted, such as nose, eyes and mouth. Their locations 

and local statistics (appearance) are the input to the recognition stage.  

 

INTRODUCTION 

As a standout amongst the best uses of picture examination and comprehension, face recognition has as of late 

increased huge consideration. Throughout in the most recent ten years, it has turned into a prominent range of 

examination in PC vision and a standout amongst the best utilizations of picture investigation and comprehension. 

 

The face recognition basically consists of two main stages:  

 face verification (or authentication) 

 face identification (or recognition) 

 

Face Recognition Process 

Notwithstanding the calculation utilized, facial identification is proficient in a five stage process.  
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 Image obtaining:  Picture obtaining can be finished by digitally examining a current photo or by utilizing 

an electro-optical cam to gain a live picture of a subject. Feature can likewise be utilized as a wellspring of 

facial pictures. The most existing facial identification frameworks comprise of a solitary cam. The 

identification rate is generally low when face pictures are of different stance and statement and distinctive 

light. With expanding of the stance point, the identification rate diminishes. The identification rate 

diminishes significantly when the posture point is bigger than 30 degrees. Diverse enlightenment is not an 

issue for a few calculations like LDA that can at present perceive faces with distinctive brightening, yet this 

is not valid for PCA. To beat this issue, we can produce the face pictures with frontal perspective (or little 

turn), moderate outward appearance, and same light if PCA calculation is being utilized.  

 

 Image Pre-transforming: Face identification calculations need to manage huge measures of 

enlightenment varieties in the middle of display and test pictures. Therefore, picture preprocessing 

calculation that makes up for light varieties in pictures is utilized before identification. The pictures utilized 

are dark scaled.  

Histogram adjustment is utilized here to improve essential highlights by altering the difference of the 

picture, diminishing the clamor and in this way enhancing the nature of a picture and enhancing face 

identification. It is typically done on excessively dim or too splendid pictures.  

The thought behind picture improvement methods is to bring out detail that is clouded, or just to highlight 

certain highlights of enthusiasm for a picture. Pictures are upgraded to enhance the identification execution 

of the framework.  

 

 Face Detection: Face recognition is a PC innovation that decides the areas and sizes of human faces in 

self-assertive pictures. It distinguishes facial highlights and overlooks whatever else, for example, 

structures, trees and bodies. Face location can be viewed as a particular instance of article class 
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identification, a noteworthy errand in PC vision. Programming is utilized to identify the area of any 

appearances in the gained picture. Summed up examples of what a face "resembles" are utilized to select 

the appearances.  

 

 Feature Extraction: This module is in charge of making a highlight vector that is all right to speak to the 

face picture. Its objective is to concentrate the pertinent information from the caught test. Highlight 

extraction is isolated into two classifications, the all-encompassing highlight classification and the nearby 

highlights class. Neighborhood highlight based methodologies attempt to naturally find particular facial 

highlights, for example, eyes, nose and mouth taking into account known separations between them. The 

all-encompassing highlight class manages the data face picture in general.  

 

 Declaring a match: The Last step is to think about the layout produced in step four with those in a 

database of known countenances. In a recognizable proof application, the biometric gadget peruses an 

example and thinks about that specimen against each record or layout in the database, this methodology 

gives back a match or a competitor rundown of potential matches that are near to the produced formats in 

the database. In a confirmation application, the created layout is just contrasted and one format in the 

database that of the asserted personality, which is quicker.  

 

Nearest match is found by utilizing the Euclidean separation which finds the base contrast between the weights of 

the info picture and the arrangement of weights of all pictures in the database. 

 

The Eigen Classifier  

The Eigen recognizer takes two variables. First is the quantity of segments kept for this Principal Component 

Analysis. There’s no guideline what number of segments that ought to be kept for good recreation capacities. It is 

taking into account your information, so try different things with the number. Open CV documentation 

recommends keeping 80 parts ought to quite often be sufficient. The second variable is intended to be a forecast 

edge; this variable contains the bug as any worth over this is considered as an obscure.  

For the Fisher and LBHP this is the means by which questions are grouped however with the Eigen recognizer we 

must utilize the arrival separation to give our own test to questions. In the Eigen recognizer the bigger the quality 

gave back the closer to a match we have.  

To permit us to set a limit lead later we set the edge quality to positive limitlessness, permitting all countenances to 

be perceived: 

FaceRecognizer recognizer = new EigenFaceRecognizer(80, double.PositiveInfinity); 

We then analyze the Eigen separation return after recognition, on the off chance that it is over the edge we set in 

the structure than it is perceived if not then it’s an obscure.  

 

Perceive a Grayscale Image utilizing the prepared Eigen Recognizer: 

 

public string Recognise(Image<Gray, byte> Input_image, int Eigen_Thresh = -1) 

    { 

        if (_IsTrained) 

        { 

            EigenObjectRecognizer.RecognitionResult ER = recognizer.Recognize(Input_image); 

 

//handle if recognizer.EigenDistanceThreshold is set as a null will be returned 

//NOTE: This is still not working correctley  

            if (ER == null) 
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            { 

                Eigen_label = "Unknown"; 

                Eigen_Distance = 0; 

                return Eigen_label; 

            } 

            else 

            { 

                Eigen_label = ER.Label; 

                Eigen_Distance = ER.Distance; 

                if (Eigen_Thresh > -1) Eigen_threshold = Eigen_Thresh; 

                if (Eigen_Distance > Eigen_threshold) return Eigen_label; 

                else return "Unknown"; 

            } 

 

        } 

        else return ""; 

    } 

 

Following are the sample training set pictures which are used for comparing the Eigen faces as a part of face 

recognition process. 

 

 
 

Training Set Pictures 

The Fisher Face Recognizer applies Linear Discriminate Analysis determined by R.A. Fisher. LDA finds the 

subspace representation of an arrangement of face pictures, the subsequent premise vectors characterizing that 

space are known as Fisher faces. This can yield best results to PCA based investigation favoring characterization 

instead of representation.  

The LBPH Face Recognizer uses Local binary patterns (LBP) to make a highlight vector for utilizing as a part of a 

bolster vector machine or some other machine-learning calculation.  

The Eigen Face Recognizer applies PCA. The Eigen Face Recognizer licenses less difficult utilization of the Fisher 

Face Recognizer and the LBPH Face Recognizer. 

The Eigen Face Recognizer class applies PCA on each image, the results of which will be an array of Eigen values. 

 

CONCLUSION: 

Face recognition advancements have been related generally with unreasonable top secure applications. Biometrics 

has given a new dimension to technology and the expense of hardware is going down drastically because of the 

coordination and the expanding handling force. This framework can be adequately utilized as a part of ATM's, 

recognizing copy voters, international ID and visa confirmation, driving permit check, in defense exams, in 

governments and private sectors. Among all the biometric techniques, face recognition methodology has one 

brilliant advantage, which is its ease of use i.e. convenience. In this paper, we have given a basic outlook for the 

face recognition innovation.  
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